As a continuation of Rokne (this journal, 19871, this paper considers the explicit representation and inclusion properties as well as convergence of circular centered forms for rational complex functions in several variables.
Introduction and preliminaries
Circular intervals and circular arithmetic in the complex plane were introduced in [3] as tools for error analysis and inclusion of complex zeros. They were then used by a number of authors as tools for error analysis of a variety of numerical problems [1, . In [l&l l] circular complex centered forms were introduced and investigated. These were generalized to meromorphic functions in [2] and then to circular complex centered forms in several variables here.
Let f = p/q be a rational function of n complex variables z = (z 1, z2,. . . , z,) and let m denote the maximum degree of p and q. Let R, C and N denote the fields of real numbers, complex numbers and the set of nonnegative integers, respectively. Let R" denote the n-dimensional vector space on the field IR and C' the n-dimensional vector space on 43. Let Z(Cn) denote the set of complex disks Z = (c; I-) on C, where c = mid Z E U?, r = rad Z E [w". We also define f;cZ) = {f(z)1 z E Z}.
Q. Lin, LG. Rokne / Centered forms for ra!ional functions
For the multi-indices A = (A,, A 2,. . . , A,), Ai E N, we define: The proof follows directly from Lemma 1. In order to discuss the convergence of the semi-centered form, we need the following lemma. 
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The semi-centered form ZS = (c,; p,) for f(z) over 2 is now defined to be
We also define B= lq(c)l*- 
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Convergence of the semi-centered form
The concepts of diameter inclusion and pseudo-distance 4 in [9] are also used in the sequel. Clearly since Y-x W (see [9] for the definition of < 1, it follows that rad W; rad Y. We have
Theorem 5. Let W E Z(C) be the smallest circle containing f (2). &'
from Lemmas 1 and 2 we can choose z,, t2 E Z such that 1 z, -z2 I = 2p and 
Generalization of Rokne's algorithm
The algorithm in [9, p.3141 will be generalized to the case of several variables.
be the kth-order centered form of f(z) over 2 &Z(P) and ej = )...) O,l,O ,..., 0) (where the 1 is in the jth position). Then ZCtkI is computed using the following procedure.
Step (1). k := 1, 1 A I := k -1, p,*(z) :=p(z).
Step (2). For all I A I = k -1, g, := p,*< c)/q( c).
Step ( 
4(c)
we obtain the centered form for gk as above: 
